Abstract. The evaluation map of a differential graded algebra or of a space is described under two different approaches. This concept turns out to have geometric implications: (i) A 1-connected topological space, with finite-dimensional rational homotopy, has finite-dimensional rational cohomology if and only if it has nontrivial evaluation map. (ii) Let E -^ B be a fibration of simplyconnected spaces. If the rational cohomology of the fibre is finite dimensional and the evaluation map of the base is different from zero, then the evaluation map of the total space is nonzero. Also, if p is surjective in rational homotopy and the evaluation map of E is nontrivial, then the evaluation map of the fibre is different from zero.
Introduction
The evaluation map of an augmented differential graded algebra (DGA) A was first defined in [3] as a natural vector map, evA:E\tA(K,A)^H(A).
The evaluation map evs, of a pointed topological space is, by definition, the evaluation map of the DGA C*(S; K). If evs ^ 0 there are interesting topological consequences for S. For instance it follows [3] that ExtH,(aS;K)(K,(H.(QS;K)))^0 and this leads to important structural constraints on the Hopf algebra H* (QS; K) (see for example [2] ). On the other hand, simple topological conditions can force evs to be nonzero. For instance, evs is nonzero [3, Proposition 1.6] if S has the form T U/ en+x with the characteristic class of en+x nonzero in Hn+x(S; K). In this case we say S has a terminal cell.
In this paper we find other natural geometric conditions which imply that the evaluation map is nonzero, and give further geometric consequences of this nonvanishing.
Our first goal is a characterization of 1-connected rationally elliptic spaces in terms of their evaluation map. A 1-connected space S is rationally elliptic if the vector spaces n*(S) ® Q and H*(S; Q), are finite-dimensional [1] . Homogeneous spaces are classical examples of such spaces. We prove Theorem A. Let S be a l-connectedpointed space with n*(S)®Q finite-dimensional. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) H*(S;Q) is finite-dimensional.
(ii) evs (over Q) is different from zero.
Observe that the finiteness of the dimension of n*(S) ® Q is necessary as is shown in the following:
Example. The space CP°° V S" has infinite-dimensional rational cohomology and its evaluation map is different from zero, since it has a terminal cell.
Theorem A is a first approximation to the main result of this paper:
Theorem B. Let F -* E A B be afibration of simply-connected spaces.
(i) If H*(F; Q) is finite-dimensional, then evB ^ 0 implies ev¿ ± 0.
(ii) if n*(F) <g> Q is finite-dimensional and n,(p) <g> Q is surjective, then e\E t¿ 0 implies evF ^ 0.
In particular, in view of Theorem A, we deduce the following:
Corollary. Given afibration F -> E -^ B of simply-connected spaces in which n,(F)®Q is finite-dimensional and n*(p)®Q is surjective, evE / 0 implies dimH*(F;Q)<oo.
Remark. As we observed above the hypothesis ev£ ^ 0 holds, for example, if E has a terminal cell.
In the next section we recall some notions and basic facts in Sullivan's theory of minimal models, its connection with rational homotopy theory, and differential homological algebra. In §2 we give two definitions of the evaluation map and establish their equivalence. In §3 we prove the algebraic results from which Theorem B(i) and Theorem A are deduced. Finally, in §4, we shall prove Theorem B(ii) from its "algebraic translation".
Basic facts
All prerequisites in Sullivan's theory of minimal models and its connection with rational homotopy theory can be found in [1, 5, 10] . We shall follow the notation in [1 and 5] .
All graded vector spaces are defined over a field K of characteristic zero unless stated otherwise. The differential of a DGA (differential graded algebra) raises the degree by one. Unadorned tensor products are tensor products over K. In a graded object, degrees are superscript and we shall denote the degree of an element x by |x|.
Given two differential graded vector spaces V and W, their complete tensor product V® W is another differential graded vector space defined as follows:
Observe that an element in ( V® W)p can be written as J2iEZ v¡ ® w¡, where \v¡\ + \w¡\ = p , \vj\ < \vi+x I, and for each q £ Z the set {v¡, \v¡\ = q} is finite. The semicomplete tensor product V®W is the subspace of V®W formed by the elements 52,>0i>, <8>u;,, i.e., V®W = lim V>n®W. Given a topological space S, consider the CDGA A(S) of the polynomial forms on S. Then, there exists a quism (morphism inducing homology isomorphism) y: (f\X,d) ■=+ A(S) from a minimal KS-complex, unique up to isomorphism.
(f\X, d) together with y is the minimal model of S. If S is 1-connected and H*(S; Q) has finite type, the Q-vector spaces X and Homz(?r»(5), Q) are naturally identified.
In any case A(S) and C*(S ; K) are connected by a chain of quisms, so that H(f\X,d) and H*(S;K) are naturally identified.
On the other hand, given a fibration F -> E -A B F and B is simply connected, and H*(F ; Q) or H*(B ; Q) has finite type, there is a commutative diagram of CDGAs,
in which the bottom row is a KS-extension, (/\X, d) and (f\Y, d) axe the minimal models of the base and the fibre respectively, and (¡\ X ® /\ Y, d) is the minimal model of the total space if and only if 7ct(p) ® Q is surjective. For notation and basic facts we shall use from differential homological algebra, we refer to [3 and 7] .
Here, we shall simply recall some key notions: Q -^ M Note that y/ is well defined (see [7] for details): Since A is connected and M is bounded below, P_ can be chosen to be bounded below. Then, because deg/i -> -oo, X)ic?i ° fiix) is weU defined for any x £ Q. Finally, it is straightforward to see that this map, £), g¡ o fii, is a cycle whose class depends The evaluation map ev5 of a pointed topological space S is the evaluation map of C*(S; K) (or of any other DGA with the same weak homotopy type). 1 In both cases the semicomplete tensor product coincides with the classical one. Given an ^-module N, filter Hom^P, N) by F^ = {f £ HomA(P, N), f(M(< j)) = 0}. It is easy to see from (1) that the ^-term of the resulting spectral sequence is E2 = ExtH(A)(H(M),H(N)).
In particular,
E¡'* = HomH{A)(H(M), H(N)).
On the other hand, observe that Combining this fact together with (2), (3), and (4), we get a map
ExtA(M, N) -HomH{A)(H(M),H(N)).
It is then easy to check that this map coincides with ev(A ; M, N).
Integration over the fibre and a characterization of elliptic spaces
In view of the connection between Sullivan's theory of minimal models and rational homotopy theory, Theorem B(i) will be established once we prove On the other hand, if F(H) denotes the induced filtration in H*(A® /\Y), the convergence of the spectral sequence means in particular that (6) Hp(A®/\Y)/Fp-N+x'N-x(H) = Ep^N<N, p>0.
Composing (5) and (6) we get a linear map j :H*(A®/\Y)^E^N'N^H*(A)®HN(f\Y); it expresses the integration over the fibre (defined by Spanier in [9] . See also [4, Chapter VII, §5]) in terms of models.
Conversely, if we assume that Af is the largest integer for which HM(A) ¿ 0 we get from the Serre spectral sequence:
On the other hand,
Hence, composing (7) and (8) is finite-dimensional. Suppose our assertion is true for dim X < n -1. Write X = (xx,... , x"). By Proposition 3.5, evAiX2t_íX\ ^ 0. Thus, H*(f\(x2, ... , xn), d) is finite-dimensional.
If \xx\ is odd, it is clear that H*(/\X, d) is also finite-dimensional. Suppose xi of degree even. We shall find a contradiction assuming (10) evAx^0 and dimH*(f\X, d) = oo. \(a, x^, . .. , xn)) < oo.
